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Marinonio - Lions Asleep

                            tom:
                G
Intro: Eb7M  Gm  D
        Eb7M  G  Eb7M
        G  F  Eb7M  G

Eb                             Bb
I?ve been around for some time now

Running for this cycle of what let me down
Eb                               Bb
From every empty corner that I pursue

Neither of them leads me to you

Eb                                Bb
I open my mouth but no one listen to
It?s all a bunch of phones, lights, eyes
Eb
Where are you?
                             Gm
I keep pushing these people away
                             F
You won?t believe what they always say

Eb                        G
How I?ll keep my head up high?
        D
If my time passes by

I lie

Eb                               G
If no one sees me holding your crown
           Dm                 Eb
I bet now they will burn you down

That?s only one more atitude
                 Dm               Eb
Did you search deeply for my solitude?

I got a lot of work to do
                      Dm
You can find me, but I?ll loose you
Eb
Hop in, let me give you a ride
        D
Do you mind, if I show you what?s inside?

Eb
Forget what is pretty

Stop ask for their pity
                                    Eb
The room is completed when you are in it

                           Eb7M
Are you sure do you wanna leap?
                  D
Your lions are asleep
              Eb7M
We can?t dig deep

Turn off this act
     Eb
Why you do that
       Dm           Eb7M
Either way, I?ll respect

Eb
The stories that we tell

Fooling ourselves to feel well

Asking around for permission

The at-t-tack is the ambition

I saw you going back
          G
Feeling lonely

Feeling less

Feeling nothing
                                       Eb
Wearing sunglasses and looking in the mirror
             Gm                          Eb7M
Hating yourself and think that you?re inferior
                                      Gm
When you?ll realize you can be you biggest enemy
               Bb7M
It?s a world epidemy

Eb7M              Gm
How I?ll keep my head up high
       Dm
If my time passes by
  Eb7M
I lie
                                 G
If no one sees me holding your crown
                             Eb7M
I bet now they will burn you down
                       Eb
That?s only one more atitude
                 Dm             Eb7M
Did you search deeply for my solitude?
                       Eb
I got a lot of work to do
                 F
You can find me, but I lost you

( Eb7M  Gm  Dm  Eb7M )

Acordes


